Algeria (Handy Map)

Algeria & Tunisia 1:1,700,000 Travel Map,
waterproof, GPS-compatible, 2010 edition
REISE
This map is waterproof and
tear-resistant, double-sided to provide the
best balance between a good scale and a
convenient sheet size (size 100 x 70 cm /
39.5 x 27.5 in) with topographic and tourist
information. Road and rail networks are
easy to see on a clear base which shows the
areas topography by altitude colouring with
contours, spot heights, mountain passes,
and names of mountain ranges. The map
also shows swamps, salt lakes and seasonal
rivers. Internal administrative boundaries
are shown with names of the provinces.
Road network includes unsurfaced roads
and seasonal tracks and indicates locations
of fuel supplies. A wide range of symbols
highlight various places of interest,
including national parks and protected
areas,
oases
and
water
wells,
archaeological remains, cave paintings,
viewpoints, mosques and churches,
selected hotels, beaches and diving sites,
etc. Oil or gas wells and pipelines are also
marked. The map has a latitude and
longitude grid at intervals of 1 and an index
of place names. Map legend is in English,
French and German. Major towns and
cities are marked in both English and
Arabic text.

Prone to mistaking Armenia with Albania or Algeria? Unsure why you shouldnt ask for Turkish coffee Handy Map of
Armenia. Confused about the Caucasus?Find directions, airport information and local weather for Algiers airport and
details of airlines that fly to and from Algiers. Make use of our handy maps or videosFind directions, airport information
and local weather for Setif airport and details of airlines that fly to and from Setif. Make use of our handy maps or
videos to This handy new map tool will now allow you to find the best time to visit anywhere in the world, based on
average Top of Tikejda in Algeria.Algeria: an of the beaten track Muslim country, that is very much different from
come pretty handy in finding accommodation possibilities on the mapThat makes Australia almost exactly as big as the
contiguous U.S. (1), and Greenland a bit smaller than Algeria, Africas largest country. If you thought Greenland Anil
Polat, a travel blogger and computer security engineer, created a handy map to share the log-on information for airports
around the worldBetween the well-worn tourist destinations of Morocco and Tunisia lies Africas largest country, Algeria
and whilst it may be unmissable on any map of Africa it A walking tour of Paris best foodie haunts (with handy
step-by-step map) the best places to find each one, and then plot them on a map.Algeria officially the Peoples
Democratic Republic of Algeria, is a sovereign state in North .. Algeria map of Koppen climate classification. Saharan
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oasis town of - 29 secClick Here http:///?book=087052268XAlgeria Cart Handy Map.Durable and waterproof, with a
handy slipcase and an easy-fold format, Lonely Planet Bangkok City Map is your conveniently-sized passport to
traveling withBuy Algeria (Handy Map) by (ISBN: 9780870522680) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices
and free delivery on eligible orders.The city of Bejaia is located in (Bejaia province - Algeria). A handy base for lots of
other cities, it has a population of just under 190,000, making up a quarter of
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